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Learning to find spatially reversed 
sounds
Fernando Bermejo1,2*, Ezequiel A. Di paolo  3,4,5, L. Guillermo Gilberto1,6, Valentín Lunati1,6 & 
M. Virginia Barrios1,2
Adaptation to systematic visual distortions is well-documented but there is little evidence of similar 
adaptation to radical changes in audition. We use a pseudophone to transpose the sound streams 
arriving at the left and right ears, evaluating the perceptual effects it provokes and the possibility of 
learning to locate sounds in the reversed condition. Blindfolded participants remain seated at the 
center of a semicircular arrangement of 7 speakers and are asked to orient their head towards a sound 
source. We postulate that a key factor underlying adaptation is the self-generated activity that allows 
participants to learn new sensorimotor schemes. We investigate passive listening conditions (very short 
duration stimulus not permitting active exploration) and dynamic conditions (continuous stimulus 
allowing participants time to freely move their heads or remain still). We analyze head movement 
kinematics, localization errors, and qualitative reports. Results show movement-induced perceptual 
disruptions in the dynamic condition with static sound sources displaying apparent movement. This 
effect is reduced after a short training period and participants learn to find sounds in a left-right reversed 
field for all but the extreme lateral positions where motor patterns are more restricted. Strategies 
become less exploratory and more direct with training. Results support the hypothesis that self-
generated movements underlie adaptation to radical sensorimotor distortions.
When confronted with devices that affect visual perception, human adults can recalibrate sensorimotor patterns 
and compensate, at least partially, for substantial systematic distortions such as a left-right reversion of the visual 
field. Even when adaptation is not complete, these cases offer clues for understanding general principles common 
to all sensory modalities1–4. Adaptation to radical visual changes is well-documented. However, similar evidence 
for other modalities is scarce. In this paper we show evidence of adaptation to a left-right reversion of the auditory 
field in a sound localization task.
Several studies show adaptation to radical visual distortions using prisms or mirrors that exchange spatial 
directions left and right or up and down, or induce systematic angular displacements and curvatures of the visual 
image1,5–7. Wearing inversion/reversion goggles brings about unexpected visual changes as participants move, 
making them feel baffled at first. One reason for this is that extra-retinal proprioceptive signals cease to com-
pensate for the retinal flows provoked by the static visual background as the body moves. This lack of habitual 
compensation gives rise to perceived visual flows in unexpected directions. As participants gradually adapt, the 
effects of movement-induced instability diminish.
In spatial hearing there are fewer attempts to study adaptation to similar radical changes8–11. Instead of 
goggles, a pseudophone is used in these cases. The pseudophone is a device that transposes the sound streams 
reaching the left and right ears. Studies looking at relatively short periods of use do not show adaptation to the 
pseudophone. In many cases, this may be due to a dominance effect of vision over hearing. If during training, 
participants are exposed to visible sound sources, they can disregard auditory spatial information and resolve any 
perceptual conflict through the ventriloquism effect12. As in vision, perceptual instability is also manifest as par-
ticipants move themselves in a reversed acoustic field. In some studies participants can move the head voluntarily 
and report that as they move (static) sound sources also seem to move8,11.
Adaptation can occur for less radical angular displacements. Richard Held13 studied the effects of 22 degree 
clockwise or counterclockwise displacements on the ability to locate sounds. He evaluated 6 participants before, 
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during, and after 1 hour of exposure. Participants were blindfolded. They could adapt if allowed to approach and 
move away from the sound source on their own. Held suggested that adaptation takes place when participants 
are able to establish an association between a given interaural difference and the particular movement their body 
needs to make to move toward the source.
Finding sounds on the horizontal plane depends on the differences in time and intensity with which sounds 
arrive at the ears14,15. The pseudophone distorts these interaural cues with effects that depend on motor activity. 
Perception of a stable auditory world implies mastering a body-centered coordinate system. This system inte-
grates information about the body’s position with respect to sound sources16,17 and the patterns of sound varia-
tions generated as the body moves18. Studies of spatial hearing emphasize the role played by voluntary movement 
during adaptation, such as in the suppression of one auditory channel19, pinna modification20, hearing impair-
ment21, and the use of bilateral cochlear implants22,23. In line with theories that highlight the active nature of per-
ception24,25, sound localization learning has been modelled on the basis of the sensory consequences of voluntary 
motor actions26. The accumulated evidence supports the view that auditory space, like visual space, is structured 
by active sensorimotor engagements performed by the perceiver25.
If motor activity is important for rebuilding disrupted sensorimotor relations and regaining some degree of 
stable perception, then we should expect adaptive success to depend on the availability of motor patterns during 
the adaptation period. In this paper we test this idea in a sound localization test using a left-right reversion pseu-
dophone. We ask whether participants can learn to locate a source of sounds while using a pseudophone and the 
extent to which less restricted motor patterns lead to better adaptation. Following the protocol used by Held13, 
blindfolded participants wearing a pseudophone and a head motion tracker are asked to orient towards a sound 
source while sitting at the center of a semicircular arrangement of 7 speakers located at face height. Participants 
can move their heads freely. They are asked to give their response by orienting the face toward the position 
where they perceive the sound to be coming from. We test for learning effects in relation to source position and 
motor strategies, taking into account errors in localization, head movements, and qualitative information from 
self-reports.
Methodology
Participants. Twenty adults participated in two experiments (ten each). They reported no hearing problems 
and none had previous knowledge of the experimental set-up. The study was carried out in accordance with 
the Helsinki Declaration guidelines. The protocol received institutional approval from Universidad Nacional de 
Córdoba. All participants provided written informed consent prior to beginning the experiment.
Experimental set-up. The pseudophone is fitted with an earmuff to attenuate sounds that reach each ear 
directly. Each cup has a small speaker on the inside and a microphone on the outside. A control unit is attached 
to the headband allowing the experimenter to reverse (reversed mode) or not (normal mode) the acoustic signals 
and also to change the amplifier gain. In the reversed mode the speakers reproduce the signal picked up by the 
contralateral microphone. The operation of the device was tested with different electroacoustic measurements. 
Sound attenuation and insertion losses (according to EN 352-1) were measured with average values greater than 
32 dB and 20 dB respectively. The symmetry of the electronic circuits was verified and the ITD and ILD were 
measured. Other details of the device appear in a previous publication27. A motion tracker (Polhemus Patriot) 
mounted on the pseudophone registers head movements (Fig. 1a).
We performed the experiments in a semi-anechoic chamber of dimensions 4.20 × 3.80 × 2.60 m, with a rever-
beration time of 170 ms (measured at 1 kHz octave band) and 17 dBA SPL background noise.
Seven speakers are arranged in a semicircle with the participant at its center (Fig. 1b). Their positions: Left 
Lateral −67.5 deg, Left Intermediate Lateral −45 deg, Ahead to the Left −22.5 deg, Central 0 deg, Ahead to the 
Right 22.5 deg, Right Intermediate Lateral 45 deg, and Right Lateral 67.5 deg. For participants these positions are 
not exact but approximate because their movements alter the relative position of the source with respect to their 
heads. These angular modifications are taken into account to constantly recalculate the source position according 
to the actual position of the head from the beginning to the end of trials.
The participant sits in a chair located in the center of the array at 1 m distance from the speakers (Fig. 1b). 
Speakers are placed at 110 cm from the floor, at the level of the participant’s face. The sound stimulus is pink noise 
bandpass-filtered between 0.3 kHz and 9 kHz, its level was 70 dB SPL measured at 1 m from the source. Stimulus 
duration varies according to the experimental condition, as described below. Stimuli generation and reproduc-
tion is controlled through an 8-channel system, based on a field-programmable gate array. The test management 
software developed in an application based on MATLAB GUI allows to synchronously coordinate the sound 
reproduction and data acquisition from the motion tracker via serial port.
Experiment 1: Disruptive effects. We measured the disruptive effect of the pseudophone on first use in 
passive and dynamic listening conditions. The participant, blindfolded and wearing the pseudophone, remains 
seated. At the beginning of each trial they face the center of the arrangement. When a sound source is acti-
vated, the participant’s task is to explore the environment with rotational head movements and point toward 
the sound source with the nose. To give the localization response they remain still and indicate it verbally to the 
experimenter.
We evaluated the performance of 10 participants (5 female, Mean age: 23.5, SD: 1.9) in 4 different listening 
conditions:
•	 Normal Passive: pseudophone in normal mode and the stimulus a brief (120 ms) pulse of pink noise. The 
brevity of the stimulus prevents participants from using self-generated dynamic cues28.
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•	 Normal Dynamic: pseudophone in normal mode and the sound source remains active with uninterrupted 
pink noise until participants give their answer. They are able to actively rotate the head or remain passively 
still at any orientation.
•	 Reversed Passive: As Normal Passive but with pseudophone in the reversed mode.
•	 Reversed Dynamic: As Normal Dynamic but with pseudophone in the reversed mode.
Two researchers performed the experiment, one controlled the software, while the other was responsible for 
reading instructions and interacting with the participant. In total, each participant completed 196 trials (4 listen-
ing conditions × 7 positions × 7 repetitions). They were allowed to rest briefly after completing each experimental 
condition. A session took approximately 50 minutes. The order of presentation of listening conditions was: (1) 
Normal Passive; (2) Normal Dynamic; (3) Reversed Passive; (4) Reversed Dynamic. The order of presentation of 
source positions was different for each participant according to randomly defined protocols. After each session, 
we conducted a semi-structured interview to collect information of participants’ experience.
Experiment 2: Perceptual learning. We test for learning when the auditory field is reversed. A different 
set of 10 participants (4 female, Mean age: 23.8, SD: 2.4) performed the same test as in the previous experiment in 
the dynamic listening conditions, that is, the sound signal was always uninterrupted pink noise until participants 
gave their response. Participants completed 2 series of trials in normal and reversed listening conditions to obtain 
a baseline status of their skills, then a training phase with feedback on performance, and finally 2 more series in 
randomly presented normal and reversed listening conditions. In detail:
Figure 1. Experimental setup and data analysis. (a) Photo of one of the authors (F.B.) wearing the 
pseudophone. (b) Diagram of the experimental array. (c) Example of a head movement trajectory of a trial 
showing the parameters evaluated for data analysis. The vertical and horizontal axis represent the head 
orientation and time, respectively. (d) Real examples of trajectories of different types.
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•	 Normal 1: pseudophone in normal mode without performance feedback.
•	 Reversed 1: pseudophone in reversed mode without performance feedback.
•	 Training in reversed condition: pseudophone in reversed mode with performance feedback. After each trial 
the experimenter verbally indicates “correct answer” when the participant’s head points to the active source 
(±5 deg); “in the same direction” when the head points near the active source (±22.5 deg); and “incorrect” 
when the head points away from the active source (>22.5 deg). Participants undergo at least 28 trials (7 posi-
tions × 4 repetitions). To move on to the next listening conditions, participants have to respond correctly in 
at least 5 of the last 7 trials.
•	 Normal 2: pseudophone in normal mode with the same performance feedback as in training.
•	 Reversed 2: pseudophone in reversed mode with the same performance feedback as in training.
The last two listening conditions are administered randomly during the final phase without informing partic-
ipants about the pseudophone setting. This is done to avoid the use of “shortcut strategies” where the participant 
simply starts by choosing the opposite direction to the source they listen to if they know the listening condition 
is reversed. This had been observed in pilot studies. In these last trials we continue giving feedback because the 
mixed presentation of conditions increases the complexity of the task.
Two researchers performed the experiment. Not counting the training phase, each participant completed 112 
trials (4 listening conditions × 7 positions × 4 repetitions). Participants could rest briefly before training trials. 
The test took approximately 90 minutes. The order of trials was: (1) Normal 1; (2) Reversed 1; (3) Training; (4) 
random selection of Normal 2 and Reversed 2. The order of presentation of source positions was different for 
each participant according to randomly defined protocols. After each session, we conducted a semi-structured 
interview to collect information of participants’ experience.
Data analysis. We recorded the localization responses, i.e., the final head orientation in degrees on the 
horizontal plane, taking as response bias the localization error, i.e., the absolute difference expressed in degrees 
between the localization response and the source position. We analyzed head movements to calculate the amount 
of direction crossings on the active source, exploration trajectories, and movement indexes. For this, we adopted 
a technique used for studying ocular saccades and fixations29. This analysis allows the identification of periods 
of relative quiet, analogous to visual fixations, and discretizes the trajectory of movements in a series of minor 
movements, analogous to visual saccades. Based on this analysis we refer to head movements as “head saccades”. 
We obtained parameters for each head saccade such as amplitude, speed, and orientation, and calculated changes 
in direction (Fig. 1c).
From these results we identified different types of localization strategies. Trajectories can be Zigzagging or 
Direct. We evaluated the number of direction changes in each trajectory. If there is more than one direction 
change the trajectory is zigzagging, if there is none, it is direct. When there is only one direction change, we 
look at the angle traced by the two head saccades, if this is greater than 22.5 deg the trajectory is considered as 
zigzagging; if it is less, as direct. Depending on the change in the amplitude of the head saccades a zigzagging 
trajectory can be: Sharpened when the amplitude is progressively smaller; or Irregular, when the amplitude 
varies without apparent pattern. This classification is determined by evaluating the tendency of successive head 
saccades amplitude using the least square method. We calculate the linear function that best fits with successive 
saccade’s data, and evaluate its slope for classifying zigzagging trajectories as: sharpened, when the slope is <=−3 
(observable amplitude decreasing trend), and irregular, when the slope is >−3 (no observable decreasing trend). 
Direct trajectories are classified into Straight, when it is a continuous head movement or With correction, when 
a head saccade is added at the end (Fig. 1d).
To analyze the relation between source position and localization response, we first use the coefficients of the 
linear regression using least squares estimation: Pearson’s correlation, general gain and SD of the residual error 
after the regression. Pearson’s correlation (r) provides information on the strength and direction of the relation 
between sound source and localization response. The gain (G) is the slope of the regression line and indicates 
underestimation and overestimation patterns in the responses. The sign provides information on the direction of 
the linear relationship. The SD of the residuals of the fitted function (δ) indicates the distribution of responses in 
relation to G and gives an estimate of imprecision in the localization responses. Then, we analyze the localization 
errors, the absolute difference between source position and localization response, to compare the effects of listen-
ing conditions and source positions.
Data on localization errors, exploration strategies and head saccade parameters are first tested for normality 
using the Shapiro-Wilk test. To compare the effect of source position and listening condition, in the case of a 
normal distribution, we perform related samples t-test and repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
followed by Newman–Keuls post-hoc comparisons. In the case of non-normal data sets we apply Wilcoxon 
signed-rank tests and Friedman test followed by Wilcoxon signed-rank tests pairwise comparisons. In all cases a 
p-value of 0.05 is considered as statistically significant.
Results
Experiment 1: Disruptive effects. We measure the disruptive effect of the pseudophone on first use to 
determine differences between passive and dynamic listening conditions. We evaluate 10 participants in 4 lis-
tening conditions: Normal Passive, Normal Dynamic, Reversed Passive, and Reversed Dynamic. Results show 
movement-induced disruption only in the Reversed Dynamic condition. In this condition, most participants 
show unpredictable changes in the accuracy of the responses. They often switch between exploration strategies 
and report experiences of disorientation.
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General performance. Figure 2 and Table 1 give an overview of the performance of the participants. In normal 
listening conditions, due to interaural distance and head-related transfer functions being modified by the device, 
sound localization is not perfect with low gains. This results in a larger response variability than is typically 
obtained in absolute free-field soundlocalization tasks. However, response patterns are similar to those found in 
typical studies that use head orientation as the response method30. In general, performance is better in the frontal 
region than at the periphery, where participants tend to underestimate the position of the source. In the Dynamic 
Normal condition performance is better compared to Passive Normal. Levels of r are higher, G is closer to 1 and 
values of δ are lower. Probably, this is because in the Normal Dynamic condition participants have more infor-
mation to refine their response, as shown previously31. In the Reversed Passive condition performance also fits 
with a linear regression. The values of r and δ are similar to those found in Normal Passive. However, all G values 
are negative, that is, in this listening condition the slope of the regression is negative. Responses are mirrored in 
Figure 2. Distribution of localization responses in Experiment 1 according to listening condition: (a) Normal 
Passive, (b) Normal Dynamic, (c) Reversed Passive, and (d) Reversed Dynamic. Each participant’s data (P1 - 
P10) is shown with different symbols.
Normal Passive Normal Dynamic Reversed Passive Reversed Dynamic
r G δ r G δ r G δ r G δ
P1 0.89 1.21 28.06 0.99 0.76 5.61 0.93 −0.90 16.91 0.68 −0.60 29.40
P2 0.98 0.73 7.39 0.98 0.79 6.75 0.96 −0.73 9.95 0.90 −0.68 15.50
P3 0.96 0.47 6.47 0.99 0.61 4.06 0.91 −0.43 8.91 0.98 0.63 5.92
P4 0.94 0.32 5.38 0.99 0.42 3.21 0.96 −0.41 5.41 0.42 −0.11 11.13
P5 0.97 0.37 4.42 0.97 0.32 3.61 0.90 −0.39 8.48 0.09 −0.02 11.37
P6 0.91 1.20 24.81 0.99 0.56 3.41 0.93 −0.66 12.20 0.89 −0.84 20.13
P7 0.95 0.74 10.57 0.99 0.66 4.62 0.94 −0.60 9.91 0.96 0.68 9.64
P8 0.93 0.77 13.56 0.99 0.51 3.18 0.95 −0.45 6.82 0.79 −0.57 21.15
P9 0.99 0.57 4.51 0.99 0.57 4.51 0.96 −0.60 8.36 0.85 0.53 15.09
P10 0.99 0.45 2.81 0.99 0.45 2.81 0.96 −0.28 3.63 0.88 −0.38 9.48
Table 1. Linear regression coefficients for each participant in Experiment 1. Rows show for each participant 
(P1–P10) the values of coefficients of the linear fit according to the listening conditions (r: Pearson’s correlation; 
G: gain; δ: SD of residuals).
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the opposite hemifield to the sound source. In the Reversed Dynamic condition, in general, negative G values 
are maintained but r decreases indicating a worse association between responses and the position of the source. 
Values of δ increase suggesting that responses are more imprecise. In addition, in the latter condition 3 partici-
pants (P3, P7 and P9) obtained similar results to those they had in normal listening conditions: high values of r, 
relatively low values of δ and positive G values, indicating that their localization responses were in the hemifield 
where the source was, that is, their responses were not reversed. To clarify the effect of listening conditions on 
most participants, we exclude the data in these 3 cases in the following comparisons and consider them separately 
at the end of the section.
We perform a repeated-measures ANOVA on mean localization error using source position and listening 
condition as factors. There is a main effect of source position (F(6, 36) = 141.29, p < 0.0001, η2: 0.959). The post 
hoc analysis shows that localization errors are significantly higher at the Lateral positions, right and left, than 
at the rest of the positions (p < 0.0001 for all comparisons). These are followed by errors in Intermediate Lateral 
positions, right and left, which are significantly higher than in the remaining positions (p < 0.0001 for all com-
parisons). Errors in Ahead to the Left and Ahead to the Right positions are higher than for the central position 
(p < 0.0001 for both comparisons). The magnitude of localization errors increases as the source is located further 
away from the center. There is also a main effect of listening condition (F(3, 18) = 39,019; p < 0.001; η2 = 0,866). 
Pairwise post hoc testing shows that errors in Reversed Passive are significantly higher than in Normal Passive 
(p < 0.0001) and in Normal Dynamic (p < 0.0001), while errors in Reversed Dynamic are significantly higher 
than in Normal Passive (p < 0.0001) and in Normal Dynamic (p < 0.0001). This means that participants perform 
better in normal listening conditions than in reversed ones. To test whether this difference is due only to an effect 
of the reversion, or whether there is an effect of movement in the reversed condition, we invert the sign of all 
localization responses in the reversed conditions. That is, if a participant indicated that the source was at “–25 deg, 
we impute “25 deg”. The same analysis now shows an effect of the listening condition factor (F(3, 18) = 8.317, 
p < 0.001, η2 = 0.580). But this time the post hoc comparison shows that only performance in Reversed Dynamic 
is significantly worse than in Normal Passive (p < 0.001), Normal Dynamic (p < 0.002), and Reversed Passive 
(p < 0.002). This result confirms that responses in Reversed Passive are simply mirrored in the opposite hemifield, 
preserving a similar pattern to that of the normal listening conditions. While in Reversed Dynamic, head move-
ments make performance more variable as pointed out in previous studies with pseudophones10,11.
Motor trajectories. We perform Friedman tests to assess the frequency of use of each strategy according to lis-
tening condition, and Wilcoxon tests for pairwise comparisons. In the case of Direct-Straight trajectories there 
are significant differences (X2r = 2.803, p < 0.005). Trajectories of this type are less used in Reversed Dynamic 
than in Normal Passive (Z = 2.803, p < 0.005), in Normal Dynamic (Z = 2.665, p < 0.007) and in Reversed Passive 
(Z = 2.665, p < 0.007). We also find significant differences for Zigzagging-Sharpened trajectories (X2r = 16.529, 
p < 0.0008). They are more used in Reversed Dynamic listening condition compared to Normal Passive 
(Z = 2.366, p < 0.01) and Reversed Passive (Z = 2.366, p < 0.01). Finally, Zigzagging-Irregular trajectories are 
also significantly different (X2r = 18.241 p < 0.0003), being more used in Reversed Dynamic condition than in 
Normal Passive (Z = 2.366, p < 0.01), Normal Dynamic (Z = 2.201, p < 0.02), and Reversed Passive (Z = 2.366, 
p < 0.01). In sum, in listening conditions Normal Passive, Normal Dynamic, and Reversed Passive participants 
mostly use direct trajectories. In Reversed Dynamic condition they mainly use zigzagging trajectories (Fig. 3a).
We analyze different parameters for movements that make up each trajectory (Fig. 3b–e) and compare the 
mean number of head saccades per trial with a repeated-measures ANOVA taking the listening condition as a 
factor. We find significant effects (F(3, 18) = 9.952, p < 0.001, η2: 0.623). The post hoc analysis shows that partici-
pants make significantly more head saccades in Reversed Dynamic than in Normal Passive, Normal Dynamic, 
and Reversed Passive (p < 0.001 for all comparisons). We find differences in the mean amplitude of head saccades 
in each trial (F(3, 18) = 6.464, p < 0.01, η2: 0.518). Post hoc test indicates that amplitude is significantly higher in 
Reversed Dynamic than in Normal Passive, Normal Dynamic, and Reversed Passive (p < 0.01 for all compari-
sons). We also find effects in the mean number of direction changes per trial (F(3, 18) 7.655 p < 0.001 η2 0.560). Post 
hoc comparison shows that participants make significantly more direction changes in Reversed Dynamic than in 
Normal Passive, Normal Dynamic, and Reversed Passive (p < 0.0001 for all comparisons). The comparison of the 
effect of listening conditions on the mean speed of head saccades does not reach statistical significance. Together, 
these results indicate that saccade-like head movements in the Reversed Dynamic condition are more frequent, 
larger, and with more direction changes than in the rest of listening conditions.
Participants’ reports. Participants’ comments on their experience agree with the difficulty with the Reversed 
Dynamic condition evidenced in the data analysis. They report that only in this condition did they feel con-
fused and were unsure if they had performed the task well. For example: “The [Reversed Dynamic] condition was 
the hardest. I went back and forth trying to find where [the source] was” (Participant 1); “ [Condition Reversed 
Dynamic] was more difficult. I had trouble identifying where the sound was coming from. Sometimes the sound 
cleared up and sometimes it got lost. I don’t know how to explain it, the sound moved.” (Participant 2).
Several participants mentioned that when they moved, so did the sound. Some claimed to perceive the source 
in the opposite position on the backplane, i.e., behind the participant. A similar effect has been reported before11, 
potentially explainable because the sensorimotor patterns performed in the reversed listening condition are sim-
ilar to those used to locate sounds in the backplane in the normal condition.
Experiment 2: Perceptual learning. In this experiment we test for learning when the auditory field is 
reversed. A different set of 10 participants performed the sound localization task in dynamic listening conditions, 
that is, the source remaining active until participants give their response. First, participants performed trials in 
normal and reversed listening conditions, Normal 1 and Reversed 1, respectively. Then, they performed a series 
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of training trials. Finally, they performed trials in which the pseudophone, without their knowledge, was ran-
domly set in the normal or reversed condition. We group trials during this phase under the labels Normal 2 and 
Reversed 2 respectively. Results shows evidence of variable adaptation to the reversed listening condition after the 
training. Movement-induced disruption effects observed in Reversed 1 at the beginning are reduced in Reversed 
2 after training. Most participants learn to locate sounds in a left-right reversed field except at the extreme lateral 
positions where motor patterns are more restricted. The analysis shows the importance of motor activity for 
achieving adaptation.
General performance. Most participants, to different degrees of accuracy, learn to locate sound sources in the 
reversed listening condition (Fig. 4 and Table 2). As in the previous experiment, 3 participants (P8, P9 and P10) 
were able to correctly locate the sound from the start in the reversed condition, their values of G are positive and 
also, the values of r and δ are similar to those obtained in Normal 1. Accordingly, these participants did not per-
form the training phase. Two participants (P2 and P7) could not learn to locate sounds in the reversed condition 
and did not complete the second series of trials. Their data were excluded from the following analyses and are 
described at the end of the section.
The results before training are similar to those we found in the dynamic listening conditions of Experiment 1. 
In Normal 1 the performance fits with a linear regression. In Reversed 1, by contrast, the regression coefficients 
show a worse correlation, higher levels of δ, and negative G values. To compare the first two conditions (Normal 
1 vs. Reversed 1) we perform a repeated-measures ANOVA on mean localization error using listening condition 
and source position as factors. There is a main effect of listening condition (F(1, 7) = 29.7; p < 0.03; η2 = 0.499). 
Errors in Reversed 1 are significantly higher than in Normal 1. There is also a significant interaction between 
listening condition and source position (F(6, 42) = 445.01, p < 0.003, η2 = 0.362). Pairwise post hoc comparison 
showed that localization errors are significantly higher in Reversed 1 than in Normal 1 in Lateral positions, right 
and left (both p < 0.001), in Right Intermediate Lateral (p < 0.009) and Left (p < 0.0001), and in the position 
Ahead to the Right (p < 0.004).
After training, in Normal 2, participants’ performance shows a good linear relationship. In Reversed 2, their 
performance also fits with a linear regression. Although its precision is variable, the G value of all is positive, that 
is, most of the responses are in the hemifield where the source is located (Fig. 4 and Table 2). To compare the last 
2 conditions (Normal 2 vs Reversed 2) we perform a repeated-measures ANOVA on mean localization error 
taking listening condition and source position as factors. Regarding the listening condition, there is no significant 
effect (F(1, 7) = 0.161; p = 0.7003; η2 = 0.022). Errors in Reversed 2 are not statistically different that in Normal 
2. However, interaction between condition and position show significant effects (F(6, 42) = 2.3567, p < 0.047, 
η2 = 0.251). Post hoc analysis indicates significantly higher errors in Reversed 2 than in Normal 2 only in Lateral 
positions, both right (p < 0.045) and left (p < 0.0001). After training, performance in Normal 2 and in Reversed 2 
was different only in the extreme lateral positions.
Learning depends on source position. To better understand this dependence, we examine the exploration 
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Figure 3. Trajectories and indexes of head movements in Experiment 1. (a) Percentage of use of each type 
according to listening condition. On the right the plots show the mean values (±SEM) of different parameters 
of head saccades according to listening condition (NP: Normal Passive; ND: Normal Dynamic; RP: Reversed 
Passive; RD: Reversed Dynamic): (b) shows the number of head saccades, (c) their amplitude, (d) the number of 
direction changes, and (e) their speed (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.001).
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put to use in the localization task. As an approximation, we count the number of crossings that participants make 
over the direction of the active source. A crossing happens when the center of the face passes through the line 
connecting the source and the center of the head. This number serves to estimate the degree of “sensorimotor 
engagement”, i.e., the sensorimotor interaction between a participant and the object or space she is exploring. We 
assume that a higher number of crossings corresponds to a stronger sensorimotor engagement.
Considering all the reversed listening condition trials in which participants received feedback, we collapse 
the data of Reversed 2 and the training phase for the 5 participants who passed it satisfactorily. We analyze 
localization errors and number of crossings according source position (Fig. 5) and perform repeated-measures 
ANOVA of mean localization error taking source position as a factor. The effect of source position is signif-
icant (F(6, 24) = 10.068, p < 0.0001, η2: 0.715). Pairwise post hoc comparison shows that the errors in Lateral 
positions are significantly higher than in the rest of the positions (p < 0.0001 all comparisons). Errors in Left 
Figure 4. Distribution of localization responses in Experiment 2 according to listening condition: before 
training (a) Normal 1, (b) Reversed 1, and after training (c) Normal 2, and (d) Reversed 2. Participant’s data 
(P1–P10) are indicated with different symbols.
Normal 1 Reversed 1 Normal 2 Reversed 2
r G δ r G δ r G δ r G δ
P1 0.99 0.64 5.11 0.44 −0.33 29.97 0.98 0.56 5.70 0.27 0.15 23.74
P2 0.98 0.42 4.17 0.89 0.44 10.65 — — — — — —
P3 0.98 0.50 4.56 0.82 −0.52 16.94 0.98 0.54 4.60 0.78 0.41 15.07
P4 1.00 0.53 2.36 0.95 −0.65 10.40 0.98 0.64 6.76 0.39 0.22 24.01
P5 0.92 0.51 9.31 0.45 0.18 16.79 0.99 0.49 3.16 0.97 0.50 5.60
P6 0.99 0.50 3.99 0.13 −0.05 16.98 0.98 0.66 6.74 0.86 0.50 13.89
P7 1.00 0.52 2.41 0.07 0.00 36.49 — — — — — —
P8 0.99 0.65 3.36 0.99 0.74 5.20 0.98 0.61 5.16 0.98 0.70 6.32
P9 0.99 0.62 4.24 0.99 0.64 4.38 0.80 0.43 14.66 0.77 0.41 15.52
P10 0.98 0.48 4.32 0.98 0.54 4.64 0.98 0.57 5.05 0.96 0.54 7.81
Table 2. Linear regression coefficients for each participant in Experiment 2. Rows contains for each participant 
(P1–P10) the values of coefficients of the linear fit according to the listening conditions (r: Pearson’s correlation; 
G: gain; δ: SD of residuals).
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Intermediate Lateral are higher than in Ahead to the Left (p < 0.03) and the Central positions (p < 0.008). 
Errors in the Right Intermediate Lateral are higher than in the Ahead to the Right (p < 0.04), Ahead to the Left 
(p < 0.009), and Central (p < 0.002) positions. Finally, errors in Ahead to the Right and Ahead to the Left, are 
higher than in the central position, the easiest position. We also compare with a repeated-measures ANOVA the 
number of crossings per trial using source position as a factor. There is also a significant effect on the number 
of crossings (F(6, 24) = 10.068, p < 0.0001 η2: 0.715). Post hoc analysis shows that in the Central position par-
ticipants carry out more crossings than in the rest of the positions (p < 0.0001 compared to both Lateral and 
Right Intermediate Lateral, p < 0.002 compared to Left Intermediate Lateral, p < 0.008 compared to Ahead to 
the Left, and p < 0.01 compared to Ahead to the Right). In the Ahead to the Left position participants make 
more crossings than in the Lateral position (p < 0.03 compared to Right and p < 0.04 compared Left) and Right 
Lateral Intermediate (p < 0.04). Also in the Ahead to Left they perform more crossings than in the Lateral Right 
(p < 0.03) and Lateral Left positions (p < 0.04). In the Central position participants show the best performance 
and the highest number of crossings. In contrast, in the Lateral positions, the most difficult to locate with accu-
racy, participants make the least amount of crossings. In other words, learning is more effective in positions that 
are more actively engaged by the participants.
Motor trajectories. We classify head movement trajectories as in Experiment 1. We perform Wilcoxon tests 
to compare the use of each trajectory and t-test to compare kinematics indexes in Normal 1 vs Reversed 1. The 
results are similar to those previously observed; the reversed listening condition seems to force the participants to 
modify their normal exploration patterns (Fig. 6a). The same comparisons between Normal 2 vs. Reversed 2 do 
not show significant differences for the type of trajectories and for kinematics indexes (Fig. 6b–e). After training, 
participants make similar use of exploration strategies in the two listening conditions.
Participants’ reports. Most participants reported using an “analytical” strategy in condition Reversed 2. For 
example, moving the head in search of a position with similar sound intensity in both ears: “I was trying to get 
the same sound in both ears” (Participant 4), “I tried to hear the same level of sound in both ears, to get the same 
level of sound pressure” (Participant 8). Some participants mentioned that when facing the sound, they heard 
changes that helped them ascertain that the source was directly ahead. For example: “When [the source] was in 
front of me, I heard something strange like a ‘tic’. I heard it at the back of my neck, with the same level in both ears.” 
(Participant 5), “A particular sound like ‘prr … ‘ was generated when you were facing the direction of the sound 
[source].” (Participant 9). These experiences cannot be attributed to a malfunctioning of the pseudophone since 
all validations on the device (objective and subjective) showed a proper operation throughout the experiment.
Particular learning paths. We encountered a wide variety in learning. Three participants in Experiment 1 and 
another three in Experiment 2 were able to correctly locate the sound source in the reversed listening condition 
without feedback. Their sensorimotor strategies seemed already accommodated to coping with the reversed lis-
tening condition. Something similar was observed by Held13. In these cases, participants found from the begin-
ning an effective way of locating the sound source in either condition. It usually involved moving the head from 
one side to the other and stopping it in the place where the sound level was equal in both ears.
Figure 5. Localization errors and number of crossings in reversed conditions during training and subsequent 
trials. (a) Mean (±SEM) localization error according to source positions. (b) Mean (±SEM) number of 
crossings according to source positions. In the most peripheral positions localization errors are greater and 
fewer crossings are made compared to the central positions (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.001).
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In contrast, two participants in Experiment 2 failed to locate sounds in the reversed listening condition—one 
(P7) failed to complete the requirements to pass the training phase and the other (P2) requested to leave the 
experiment after completing a third of the trials in the last 2 conditions. Until that moment she had failed in all 
the reversed listening trials of that series. Her strategy in the previous reversed trials was to move in the direction 
opposite to where the sound seemed to come from at the start of the trial. This strategy no longer served her after 
training because normal and reversed trials were presented randomly.
The rest of the participants experienced a gradual process of learning. The case of Participant P1 serves as an 
example (Table 2). Her overall performance was similar to the average of all the participants. Her relatively low 
and highly variable performance in Reversed 2 can be better understood by considering her localization errors 
at the Lateral positions, which were high and variable. In the other positions her performance was considerably 
better. This is consistent with her report:
“[at the beginning] I sensed the sound going behind the head. I gave my response but I didn’t feel that I was facing 
the source. At some point, moving my head randomly, I felt that I was facing [the source] and I realized that was the 
same feeling as when I was facing a sound source normally. (…) First, I was trying for the sound to reach both ears 
equally. Then, in the last part, I felt it clearly as a sensation, not just auditory. I don’t know how to explain it, it was 
like a sensation in my head that told me: yes, there it is. This happened with these [speakers] at the front. In those 
others [lateral speakers] I realized I was not right.”
According to P1, she stopped experiencing the sensation of strangeness in the reversed listening conditions. In 
the central positions she began to perceive the sound source in front of her without attending to the pseudophone 
state. In this region, her strategy seemed to go from analytical to direct. In the Lateral positions her responses 
remained tentative. These considerations help us understand the plots in Fig. 7. They correspond to head move-
ments made by P1 in the different listening conditions. While the ensembles of trials before training and after 
training are not directly comparable (due to the randomization condition and feedback in the last conditions), it 
is illustrative to compare individual trajectories in the normal and reversed conditions before and after training. 
In all cases the sound source was in the Right Intermediate Lateral position and it was found successfully. There 
is a remarkable difference between trajectories before and after training. The participant performs a more com-
plex scan in the reversed condition before training. After training, the trajectories in both listening conditions 
are similar. As mentioned in her report, the participant no longer needed to perform an elaborate strategy dur-
ing reversed listening.
Discussion
Experiment 1 shows that, on first time use, the pseudophone tends to induce a strong disturbance in the ability 
to find sounds. The disruptive effect is not simply due to the acoustic field reversion. To be sure, as the passive 
reversed listening condition demonstrates, participants perceive short sound pulses in the hemifield opposite 
to their actual source. But in the dynamic listening condition, where participants can move their heads freely 
and sound is continuous, reversion produces unpredictable changes in the accuracy of the responses. It also 
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Figure 6. Trajectories and indexes of head movements in Experiment 2. (a) Percentage of use of each type 
according to listening condition. On the right, the plots show the mean values (±SEM) of different parameters 
of head saccades according to listening condition (N1: Normal 1; R1: Reversed 1; N2: Normal 2; R2: Reversed 
2): (b) shows the number of head saccades, (c) their amplitude, (d) the number of direction changes, and (e) the 
speed (*p < 0.05).
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impression that fixed sound sources are moving or jumping positions. Similar effects have been reported8,10,11 
and analogous phenomena are well-documented in studies of vision reversion/inversion1,7. According to the 
sensorimotor approach to perception24,25, reversion generates a breakdown in the sensorimotor contingencies 
that the person masters. Changes in the sound patterns generated by movement go against expectations and make 
habitual ways of exploring the environment ineffective.
In Experiment 2, most participants show evidence of learning to find sounds in the reversed listening condi-
tion. At the end of the experiment, their performance does not differ from the normal condition for most source 
positions except the extreme lateral ones. Head movements have similar kinematic features in both listening 
conditions. Participants in the reversed condition cease reporting the experience of movement-induced insta-
bility and some report an experience of “correctness” or certainty when adequately orienting towards the source. 
Results show that participants develop new sensorimotor strategies to find sound sources. These strategies change 
in a manner characteristic of many sensorimotor learning processes. At the beginning they carry a large monitor-
ing load on each action, but over time movements become more direct and unreflective25.
Adaptation does not follow a unique pattern. There are significant individual differences between the partic-
ipants. Although the majority can adapt with the feedback provided, 3 of them could do it without any feedback 
and 2 could not adapt at all. In part, this can be explained by individual variability in adapting hearing skills. Large 
individual differences have been revealed in other adaptation experiments in sound localization32. Similar varia-
bility has been observed in the learning of auditory spatial abilities in people who have suffered an abrupt change 
in their sensitivity such as the loss of hearing in one ear33 or the use of cochlear implants34.
Participants show better performance in the frontal positions than in the extreme lateral ones (close to +/− 
67.5 deg). This is consistent with evidence that when adaptation occurs it is seldom spatially homogeneous35,36. 
Why is it harder to adapt to locating sound sources at the periphery? One possible answer is that the difficulty is 
determined by differences in prior spatial hearing sensitivity. Head orientations with higher sensitivity in normal 
listening conditions correspond to positions with better adaptation. We would expect participants to maintain a 
similarly shaped angular distribution of errors before and after adaptation: with more accurate responses in the 
frontal region than in the lateral ones. However, in Reversed 2 participants do not show the same distribution 
of errors. Performance is similar in Normal 2 and Reversed 2 in frontal and intermediate lateral positions but 
different in the extreme lateral positions. In these directions participants adapt significantly less to the reversed 
listening condition.
This additional loss in performance can be explained by how participants actively explore the different posi-
tions, i.e., their sensorimotor engagement with the environment during adaptation32. According to the crossing 
index, participants engage the front sources more frequently than the peripheral ones. This may seem obvious 
since the set-up forced participants to remain seated and face the frontal region more often. Lateral head move-
ments in relation to the torso are easier facing the frontal region than towards the sides. More motor variability 
provides more opportunities to learn sensory changes that are contingent on head movements. We suggest that 
participants are better able to generate suitable new sensorimotor patterns facing the frontal regions because these 
can be more easily explored, leading to a better adaptation to sound localization in these directions. The idea that 
as motor patterns become more difficult so does adaptation is consistent with the observation that adaptation to 
a given distortion is not generalizable to unpracticed sensorimotor patterns37.
Figure 7. Examples of head trajectories for Participant P1 with a sound source in the Right Lateral Intermediate 
position (45 deg) according to listening condition: (a) Normal 1, (b) Reversed 1, (c) Normal 2, and (d) Reversed 
2. The plot corresponds to 4 individual trials where vertical axis represents the head orientation and horizontal 
axis time.
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Extrapolating to the more general case of perceptual development, we can hypothesize that typical differential 
sensitivity to sound localization in the horizontal plane is itself in part a result of bodily constraints on active 
exploration. In everyday life we interact much more frequently with frontal sources rather than peripheral ones, 
which leads us to learn to find them more accurately. When required, we tend to move the torso or the whole 
body to explore sounds arriving laterally. It would be expected that bodies with more extended movement range 
will in general possess a better ability for locating peripheral sounds, as in the case of the barn owl’s greater ampli-
tude for head rotation and better sound localization sensitivity on the horizontal plane38.
Why do participants adapt to auditory reversion in this study but not in previous ones, even when the pseudo-
phone is used only for short periods? Learning depends on a number of key factors: (1) performing the whole task 
without visual cues to avoid the ventriloquism effect, (2) working in a simplified sound environment, and (3) 
allowing participants to explore it with rotational head movements to generate and learn new auditory cues39. 
In previous work where participants were allowed to see during the training phase, they were trained in natural 
environments and complex soundscapes. In addition, they were not allowed to freely explore the experimental 
environment. Although many auditory skills are calibrated with vision40,41 it seems that managing without vision 
in cases like these experiments enables better auditory spatial learning. For example, Carlile, et al.20 compared the 
effect of using different types of feedback on accommodation to auditory spectral perturbation generated by the 
use of ear molds. The results showed that participants significantly improve their abilities to find sounds when 
they have auditory-motor feedback compared to auditory-visual feedback. Similarly, studies of adaptation to 
non-individualized Head Related Transfer Functions in virtual environments demonstrate the efficacy of using 
sensorimotor information to improve spatial hearing42,43. Sensorimotor-based learning helps explain the develop-
ment of auditory spatial abilities in people with normal vision20,44 and also in blind people whose auditory skills, 
in some cases, are better45,46.
In Experiment 2 we induced active learning by randomly altering normal and reversed listening conditions 
between trials. Some participants develop a single sensorimotor strategy valid for the two conditions. This pos-
sibility has been suggested by James. G. Taylor in studies with radical disruptions to left/right reversed visual 
field47. It has also been shown that with disruptions that displace vision and alter the ability to execute manual 
tasks, participants perform similarly with and without visual displacement thanks to contextual clues that indi-
cate the disruptive state48–50 or, as in this experiment, by making movements that help disambiguate the state51,52. 
Computer simulation models show that strategies that can simultaneously cope with spatially opposed sensori-
motor conditions are feasible53.
The analysis of trajectories suggests that there may be a functional equivalence between visual saccades and 
the head movements participants make to locate sounds. For practical purposes the comparison is appropriate, 
since it allows us to analyze in detail a complex sequence of sensorimotor patterns. Other studies have described 
the same analogy in sound localization tasks in humans20, in owls38, studying echolocation abilities in humans54 
and bats55,56, and with the use of sensory substitution devices in humans57. It would be interesting to study if there 
are common mechanisms in different sensory modalities that account for the emergence of saccade-like patterns.
If we compare the two experiments, we observe different strategies under two apparently similar conditions: 
Dynamic Normal in Experiment 1 and Normal 1 in Experiment 2. Technically, the conditions themselves are the 
same, they have the same set-up, the same stimuli and the same task. However, they differ in the number of trials 
and the order of administration. The order of presentation of conditions influences the trajectories. In Experiment 
1, before the Dynamic Normal condition, participants performed the test in the Normal Passive condition, where 
most trajectories were direct, which probably favored direct response strategies. While in Experiment 2, condi-
tion Normal 1 took place at the beginning with no prior influence and participants opted for zigzagging trajec-
tories. Despite this difference, the values of the linear regression coefficients and the magnitude of the location 
errors are similar between both conditions.
The experimental design has limitations. It was necessary to randomly alternate the state of the pseudo-
phone in the final phase in order to avoid stereotypical or pre-planned responses. But this has the disadvantage 
of impeding the evaluation of adaptation aftereffects. In the future it will be informative to evaluate the degree of 
adaptation achieved during the reversed listening condition by comparing it to an immediately subsequent pas-
sive condition of normal listening. Also, we could investigate learning improvement and changes in sensorimotor 
strategies in more detail through more extensive training phases. Finally, it will be interesting to evaluate if the 
results generalize to situations with multiple and varying sound stimuli, different positions, and more complex 
sound scenarios.
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